Introduction

For months we have been preparing The Bristol Text to Reform. It explains some of the discoveries we have made.

You can read it in easy and longer forms.

It’s meant to reassure ordinary Catholics that we can make changes in the way we practise our faith without splitting with Catholic tradition.

The text has been written by sensitive and well-informed thinkers and theologians. Many of them are clergy.

It also suggests ways the Church should change so that it is more like Jesus.
1. How the Church helps us think and behave as Christians

1.1 Things change with time
In the Gospels Jesus talks about a sower who sows a seed. But it’s God who makes it grow. The Church needs to remember that it’s God who makes things happen and that he does it in his own way. We can’t decide on our own rules and then say that nothing can change. Instead, we should tell the world of the beautiful and challenging new things God does. Our faith needs to keep growing as we meet new situations and new people. We mature together as God’s people.

1.2 We keep learning together
The church should help us to think rather than just telling us what to do. That’s how we go on growing as Christians. We shouldn’t try to be good because we are afraid: we should learn from each other how to be like Christ. The Good News is about joy and encouragement, patience, warmth and a welcome for everybody.

1.3 Looking at the Christian life as a whole
We call for the Church to be concerned with every part of life, and not to talk so much about sex. We should help everyone to find their special calling. There have always been people who live like Jesus, full of hope and love, seeing God in others, welcoming the stranger, loving their neighbours as themselves. They do not take advantage of anyone or hurt anyone. They look after the environment. This is what the Bible teaches – to show faith through love, to be fair and considerate, and ‘to walk humbly with our God.’
The Bristol Text: 2. Who runs things in the Church

2.1 Treating everyone as an equal

Jesus talked about the Kingdom of God, which is very near. In it everyone is treated fairly and can live in freedom and peace. It means that the Catholic Church needs to be run in a way that treats everyone equally and fairly. Where there are complaints of abuse by the clergy, they need to be looked into by someone independent. The Church’s laws should be updated thoroughly and often, so that they are a good model. They should be based on the United Nations’ Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

2.2 Everyone should have a say, and agree on what is decided

The Catholic Church has said that anything that affects everyone should be discussed and agreed by everyone. Everyone who is baptized should be able to discuss and vote on whatever happens in the Church, including decisions on what the Church believes and should do. The way to unity is through love, not by making people afraid. It’s not true that the Church is divided into those who are allowed to teach and those who must just listen. We all have a part in hearing what God is saying, not just a few. So, decisions should be made by councils that represent everyone.

2.3 Leaders should be elected by everyone

The Catholic Church has said that the people in charge should always be elected. Which means everyone should be asked for their opinion and listened to. Anyone should be able to apply for any position in the church, no matter what sex or race they are. Those who lead should have to keep everyone informed about what they are doing.
The Bristol Text: 3. The priesthood

3.1 Everyone who is baptised is clothed in Christ.

The Church says that we are all equal, which is something the Bible teaches. By ‘all’ we mean no matter what gender or how able someone may be. We must learn to be open to all, and especially to people not like ourselves. Jesus says, ‘whoever wants to be first must be the last of all.’

3.2 The whole Church is God’s community.

Jesus says, ‘when two or three meet together in my name, there am I among them.’ When Mass is said, it is everyone who is saying it, living and dead. Not just one person. Jesus made it easy to celebrate that he is with us, choosing a simple and everyday act of eating and drinking. So we don’t need a priest to say Mass. St Peter says that all the baptised are ‘royal priests.’

*It follows from these that*

3.3 Everyone can hear the Holy Spirit’s call to serve.

God can call anyone to any role in the Church. All the baptised share in helping people hear God’s particular call. We now know that, from its earliest days, Church services were led by women and men, whether single or married.
The Bristol Text: 4. Making everyone feel they belong

4.1 If too few people make all the decisions, too many beautiful people get left out
We need to welcome all kinds of different people, valuing the contribution everyone can make. This means changing the way the Church is run. It should not be governed by a few men.

4.2 People aren’t just made male or female
Historically everyone has been understood as either male or female. We now know that things are much more complicated than that. But the Church has not kept up-to-date and has little to say that is now useful. Its teaching on sex and gender needs completely rethinking and updating often. Then it can offer help to people of all genders, and in all family situations.

4.3 Thinking again about who ‘we’ are
People who are gay, or who are not straightforwardly either male or female, find it extremely difficult to be Catholics. They are expected to say they agree with Catholic teaching about sexuality that doesn’t make sense in their lives. It hurts not to tell the truth. We all need to see that we belong together with people who are different from ourselves, whether because of age, ability, gender, sexual preference, looks, colour or language. Then when we talk about God, everyone can be included.

4.4 Taking responsibility and saying sorry
The Church needs to accept responsibility for the ways in which it has hurt people who have been seen as different. The Lord said to Cain after he had killed his brother Abel, ‘your brother’s blood cries out to me from the ground.’ It shows that we need to accept responsibility for what we have done, and then put things right. We need to make it clear to everyone that we are all equal. Then the Church can work with its victims to find ways of saying sorry for the harm it has done.
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